
TRAPP CONNECT PARTNERS WITH ZCOLO DATA CENTERS TO LAUNCH ULTRA-
RELIABLE INTERNET ACCESS 

Blended bandwidth Internet to be offered in Phoenix, Las Vegas, Seattle and Chicago 
 

Scottsdale, AZ. – September 30, 2013 – Scottsdale-based Trapp Connect today announced a 
three-month roll out of its affordable, ultra-reliable Internet service for business to zColo facilities in 
Phoenix, Las Vegas, Seattle and Chicago. zColo, a wholly owned subsidiary of Zayo Group, provides 
carrier-neutral, interconnection focused colocation services in 25 data centers throughout the U.S. 
Already live in Phoenix, Trapp Connect’s Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) Internet mesh provides the 
advantages of improved performance and reliability through route optimization over a blend of 
bandwidth from multiple Tier 1 carriers.  

“Our relationship with zColo is conducive to our growth and expands Trapp Connects footprint to the 
national scale that our customers demand,” Says Cody Engilman, Director of Sales and Marketing for 
Trapp Connect.  "Leveraging our best-in-class BGP blend with Zayo and zColo’s robust fiber network 
enables Trapp Connect to give the end user the most diverse, scalable, BGP Blend solution on the 
market today.” 
 
Trapp Connect leverages its carrier class network architecture, advanced data security, and a blend 
of top IP carriers to reduce latency and make possible a 100% uptime guarantee. Fast, reliable, and 
redundant service from Trapp Connect gives business customers the flexibility to withstand carrier 
outages or performance problems by automatically adapting to changes on the Internet. 
 
“zColo’s broad data center footprint is well aligned with Trapp Connect’s nationwide rollout, and we 
view the blended BPG offering as a robust and unique solution in an often crowded marketplace” 
says Greg Friedman, Vice President of zColo. “This offering will be relevant for many existing and 
new Zayo customers.” 
 
The roll-out announced today adds an advanced ISP to zColo’s data centers with customizable route 
selection, carrier preference, and distributed denial of service (DDOS) mitigation. Through this 
strategic relationship, Trapp Connect can now provide a comprehensive blended IP service to zColo 
customers, and  a unique blended offering to complement Zayo’s existing IP portfolio. 
 
 
About Trapp Connect 
Trapp Connect, a division of Trapp Online, brings improved Internet reliability, performance and 
security to companies around the world. Customers enjoy easy-to-manage, constant Internet 
connectivity and mind-blowing 24/7 support and monitoring from an experienced US-based team 
with a level of technical expertise that is above the typical ISP or data center. Learn more at 
trappconnect.com, or call 1-877-903-1670. 
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